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The school suffered regular epidemics. Half the population of the school would go down 
with a vomiting disease, or dysentery, or enteritis, or plague or ebola, and like striking 
workers, the other half would go down in sympathy. When the San was overflowing, the 
dormitories were turned into wards and the sickly lay moaning and groaning under their 
coarse, grey blankets. In these circumstances, it was best to be one of the “last men 
standing”, no classes, no supervision, no one to enforce the tedious rules, it was freedom, 
liberation! It would be naive to suggest that the conditions in the kitchens were not the main 
contributory factor in these gastric disorders. I remember 'still standing' during one such 
epidemic and I was called to the San and deputed to make a delivery to a health laboratory 
somewhere in the Headstone Lane area. I was handed a large wooden tray that contained 
rows of little glass test tubes, each one labelled and containing “specimens” from the rear 
ends of the dead and the dying! The whole thing was draped over with a tea towel. Anyway, 
half way down Headstone Lane I tripped on a pavement stone and the whole thing crashed 
to the ground and the tubes were scattered and some were shattered and the little corks were 
indistinguishable from the contents of the tubes. I did my best to recover the situation but it 
wasn't my finest hour. 
 
The Sanitorium was conspicuous by its modern design and lay in the shadow of the 
Victorian main buildings. Well-equipped  with an  upstairs ward for boys and a downstairs 
ward for the girls, and with its own dentist room.  At intervals each class had to attend the 
San for a medical check-up. The boys stripped off in the waiting room and queued at the 
surgery door for their turn. Each boy was measured, weighed, had his ears probed, a light 
shone in his eyes, his knees knocked for reflexes, made to say 'Aaaargh' while his tongue 
was held down, his chest sounded with a cold stethescope, and his testicles clutched while 
he coughed. I remember PR, who was easily the tallest boy in the class, standing in front of 
the doctor and dropping his pants to reveal an organ pipe that was as stiff and erect as 
Cleopatra's Needle. Perhaps prepared for such an eventuality, the scraggy old Sister seized a 
ruler and dealt the offending member a sharp rap across its head, and Cleopatra's Needle 
was no more. 
 
A stay in the San was a wonderful 'rest cure'. You could lie in bed all day and from the 
window you could see the rest of the school enduring the daily rigours. But the novelty soon 
wore off. Boredom set in. You can only watch so many trains thundering by; the 
Caledonian, the Shamrock, the Merseyside Express, these great passenger trains, sometimes 
pulled by two bellowing engines, caused the very ground and the foundations of the 
buildings to tremble, and at night the red and orange glow from their roaring fires would 
light up the underside of the smoke streams that belched from their funnels. And then there 
was the food. It was delivered to the San from the school kitchens aboard a high-sided wood 
trolley, pushed down the yard by two boys (no  doubt serving a detention. The food was 
warm when it left the kitchens but by the time it arrived at the San and had been sent up the 
dumb waiter to the upstairs ward, it was quite cold. The San was in charge of a Sister and a 
nurse, who came and were replaced at irregular intervals.  What they did all day when the 
San was empty I cannot imagine, (and what did they think when they saw some of the boys' 
punishment injuries?). 
 



I recall being in the ward with half a dozen other junior boys with flu'. There was one senior 
boy in the ward, K the Cat, who had a stomach upset. I think he was a prefect but he was a 
rare creature, benevolent and not violent, and we used to make 'miaow' noises at him behind 
his back. Anyway, the doctor (a short tempered GP) arrived to do his rounds. He visited 
each bed and checked the clip boards of each patient. He studied K's notes and then asked 
him, “What colour were your stools?” 
Not quite understanding what the doctor meant, K blinked back at the doctor from behind 
his National Health glasses but struggled to find an answer. 
“What colour are your stools!” the doctor demanded. 
Again K stared at the doctor, but while his lips moved,he uttered no words. 
By now, the rest of us were sitting up and realising what the doctor meant, we were enjoying 
K's discomfort. 
“For God's sake!”, the doctor cried, “what colour were your motions?. 
Perhaps suddenly understanding the question, but by now lost, tongue-tied and 
dumbfounded, K replied, “Emotions?” 
The Doctor : “What colour was your shit?!”  
K: “Yellow, sir!” 
 
Every morning as we filed into the Elliott Hall, we would pause to read the notices and lists 
pinned to the board in the porch. Amongst other things, they contained lists of boys due to 
attend to the San for tests by the optician or appointments with the dentists. The sight of 
your name on the dentist's list gave rise to immediate panic. The first thing you had to do 
was to establish which dentist was attending. If it was Swiss then you could breathe a sigh 
of relief, but if it was Dawes then you had to find some way to leave the country or 
otherwise disappear or feign major injury or illness. Swiss was balding and rotund and 
genial, Dawes was lean and dark and sinister. I recall stepping into the surgery one day with 
limbs trembling and knees knocking. Dawes stood by the dentist chair holding his drill aloft. 
Then he gave it a trial spin, the sound of the electric whine chilling my blood, and said, 
“You're scared of me, aren't you?” 
I think I fainted. 
 
Early on it was decided that I needed 'reading' glasses. I was assured that these would 
correct my vision and that in a few years time I would be able to dispense with them 
altogether. Of course this was the opticians' ploy to hold you forever in their clutches while 
the lenses got stronger and the costs got ever greater and your eyesight got even worse! 
National Health glasses came in two styles, as you will see from the school photographs. 
There were the circular metal rims (a la Dr Crippen the murderer) with bendy metal arms 
that wrapped around your ears and eventually cut into your skin, and there were the more 
trendy brown plastic frames (a la Mr Magoo). I lost count of the number of pairs of 
spectacles that I went through, they just didn't survive the huly-burly of school life. One day 
I arrived on the football pitch and realised that I still had my glasses on. I looked around for 
somewhere safe to lay them down. I didn't want to lose them in the grass or have them stood 
on. Then I had a brainwave. The goalposts were sunk into square holes in the ground. There 
was enough space between the side of the hole and the post to fit the glasses into. So I 
popped them down the hole. Unfortunately and unbeknown to me, during the course of the 
game the boy in goal, in a quiet moment, leant against the goalpost. I had to fish out the 
pieces of crushed glass and brown plastic. They had been 'a la Mr Magoo'. 
 



I don't remember receiving much in the way of health (or sex) education. Obviously 
smoking was banned, but only because we were under-age, and not for any health risks 
involved. Harry “Fag” Dyer was getting through sixty a day! If you were sensible then you 
wouldn't touch a cigarette, but for those of us who weren't sensible (me included), then 
smoking was almost a rite of passage. There was a shop in the village that would sell you 
cigarettes if you told the keeper that they were for your mum or dad. You could buy 4 
Domino cigarettes in an open-ended paper packet for sixpence. Then you could take them 
back to school and sell each of the Dominos for twopence or threepence. That gave you 
enough to go back and buy 10 Player's Weights. The sale of the Player's Weights gave you 
enough for 20 Senior Service Plain and the sale of the Senior Service gave you enough for 
20 Rothman's King Size with change to spare, and if Rothman's King Size were good 
enough for airline pilots in their uniforms dripping with gold braid and sexy stewardess's 
hanging on their arms (as advertised) then they were good enough for us! 
 
There was a rough road (unadopted) off the Uxbridge Road that had a static American car 
(a Plymouth Valiant) parked next to a lamp post. It was a gas lamp and the four-sided shade 
was missing a pane of glass. You could shin up the lamp post and with a cigarette clamped 
between your lips, shove your head into the lamp and get a light for your cigarette from the 
gas flame. Is the road still there, is the Valiant still there, and is the lamp post still there? 
 
I think that sex education was restricted to the reproductive system of the rabbit.....the 
female anatomy below the waistband was a mysterious and unkown territory to me, and I 
was having enough difficulty trying to unravel my own sexuality and hold my glasses 
together and just getting from one day to the next to ponder those mysteries too much.  I did 
develop a crush in my second year on one particular girl and would watch out avidly for her. 
Then one day, apparently overnight it seemed to me, she developed breasts, not just any 
breasts, but breasts that were fighting to escape the confines of her top and burst the 
restraining buttons. This made her an immediate hit and very popular with lots of boys and 
so I had to go to the back of the queue and watch wistfully from a distance. I remember two 
years later when I was in 4a she eventually agreed to meet me one night beneath the railway 
bridge (though I think this might have just been a reward for persistence!). There were 
several figures lurking in the shadows that night but eventually I located her and her friend. 
At this stage you can only imagine my terror and the panic that threatened to render me 
insensible. We kissed and there was a tremendous and painful clashing of teeth and things 
were not made any better by my tongue being cemented to the roof of my dehydrated 
mouth. It just seemed to be a competition by all those there to see who could kiss the 
longest without drawing a breath, and I feared that I might asphyxiate. Her top three buttons 
were undone and in the pale moonlight I caught a glimpse of the swell of her right breast. I 
also caught sight of a faint but definite inky thumb-print on her creamy flesh and knew that 
someone had been there before me. I never got a second invite and the next day feared that I 
may have to visit the dentist to get my teeth straightened. 
 
I don't know what the standard of education was at the school. The promotional material 
boasted a high academic record of achievment but how it compared with other schools I 
cannot tell, I suspect it was only average. The school used to give out prizes to promising 
pupils for coming first in their chosen subjects. The prizes were awarded at one of those 
special days, Speech Day, or Founders Day, or Pancake Tuesday or the Third Sunday after 
Lent or Rogation Sunday. I excelled in certain minority subjects and was the recipient of 



several such prizes. The prize was always a book, not just any old book, it had to be a book 
chosen from a list presented to you. The books on the list were never books that you had 
ever heard of, or ever wanted, they were the kind of books that left you numb with 
disinterest. I remember scanning the list and ending up with an illustrated handbook, “The 
Art of Dinghy Sailing”, which was as much use to a boy of 13 living 100 miles from the sea 
without a dinghy as the proverbial nipples on a nun. 
 
I wonder if it was just coincidence that the birth of the 60's saw the warm rays of 
enlightenment finally breach the school walls and pierce the gloom within. 1960/61 saw the 
departure of the old rearguard of staff and seniors. Poor and at best mediocre teachers were 
replaced by Glyn Hollis, Mrs Mellors, Moggy Woods, Mrs Richarson, GV Varley, Payne 
and Ingram. 
 
For me the classroom was more than just a room where you attended to your lessons, it was 
also where we came into close contact with the girls, so strictly segregated from us at all 
other times. Later on, in the 5th form, when we were studying for our GCE subjects and had 
free periods, there was much more opportunity to mix with the girls  and I discovered that 
kissing could be soft and sweet. I may not have learnt much more about sex, but I did learn 
the most wonderful and important things of all about those girls; I discovered their 
compassion, their generosity, their understanding, and their loveliness and to me that was as 
valuable as all the GCE certificates put together. I still cherish their memory. 
 
I went into the 6th form with six GCE 'O' levels but before the first year was out, I was 
persuaded by HFD to leave at the end of the term and receive my Bible, (or face immediate 
expulsion). I took the Bible. HFD assured me that I would never achieve my ambition of 
serving at sea as an officer in the navy.  The bible was later lost while I was serving at sea  
as an officer in the navy. 
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